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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND READING:

A ICINNINCLITEAM

The purpose of thiS booklet.is: 1) to acquaint physical education educators with themeang

ofsome terms used in reading that afe related to physical education;, 2) to acquaint physical

education educatorS with reading skills that can be taught and/or,reinforced through physicaf

education activities; 3) to pfovide a source or a4model of activities that can be used in

physical education classes,to teach and/or reinforde reading skills; and 4) to assist reading

, teachers in relating reading skills to physical,educati4

This booklet is intended to serve as a, model'of activites that can be used in physical educa-

tion classes. Each activity is merely a sample of how this\skill may be integrated into..the

physical education cutiiculum. The physical education educator is to use this idea to build

upon to create others of a similiat nature.
;

In order to stress the fact that these.reading 'skills can be integrated throughout the physical

education curriculum, the activities spammany grade levels-or age groups. This does not mean

that this skill can be taught only at.this level but rather that it may be appliCable to many

ages. It is a source of activities that can be used by p4ysical education educators to teach

and/or reinforce reading skills..

.

As one sdurce of activities, this'bookletcan be used by teachers in'physical education, ele-,

mentary, seconaary, and realipg classes to assist tudents in upgrading their reading skills.

\
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND REA.DING:

A\WINNI% TEAM

. I

I. PRE-READINC SKILLS (READIES)-

i

A, shiota,` Alta - the teat oi pajokruce behavioctvag muctitak moment.

Or

Note: On( my KW to notelhAt gnas moM 4k2t4 laue beek headed becsahe thea tame

motok Akat4 4",,' 0021.0g on a Wow beam, etc., need to;bejpiterted

beige a ehitil devslopo e 4mait motet sUlth invotved k xea4Lng. .thjoQ, these

impattant Pte-Readym 4W14, / f.
/ t

1. Locate Ets of the b

16

- nudes, is able to t tofrerts of theltdy UpOiscoemand.

For example: "Fo* o yoir head -- arms, hands, foot, lei,
. #

etc. I

*ACTPIIN: Play °Stir hie," Forts:ample:

limn says point to your knie."

14'4Sion says point to yott nosy."
,"Point to your,eliolfiv"

The child responds only to those ccNsnd pr

by "yin lays."

,

*ACTP/117s.t. Sing the son'gand do the motions to:

"Read, Shoulder, Knees, Toes."

*ACTIVITY: Students use a rope to outline their batty shape

onithe ground. The students make the smallest

outline with the rope into which they cat fit

thier body. Finally the students make the largest

rope outline into whih they can fit their body.

1/40'7:



2. Balance on one foot - Student can stand on one foot for the count of 5.

*ACTIVITY: Crane stand: In standing position,,place 1 foot

behind the opposite knee and maintain balance for

10 seconds. 'Extend arms side ward for balance.

EEPEAD sianding on the other foot. REPEAT with

eyes closed.

3. 12 '- Student can skip a reasonable distance (approximately 10 feet) without stepping 4'

or faltering. For example: Theacher says "Skip to the ." or "Skip
across the room.",

*ACTIVITY: Players stand behind one goal line1 rT, the /

Hawk, stande in the center of the playing area.

Select the name/of 3 different birds and sive

every third player the'name of'same,bird. The

\Hawk calls one of the nales. The birds with that

) nasa SUP across the field to the oppoiite goal

aod the lawOriee to tag as Imlay se hean.

Repeat the gams with the other two types'bflrd.1

After'all 3 names We been called, the Bo counts
J 4 the nuaber of hide in his nes and chooses a new

V Hawk. The Hawk at the end who had the most birds it

in his ne*is the winner.
\

4. Walk on a balance beam
. Student ie able to walk the length of the beam without falling.

1

*ACTIVITY: kay "Follow the Leadeeion a low balanOe Veal.I
ails arm and 1110..in a circle - gtudent is able to rwtne his anal. 4djegsilLin

a

circle upon amid.

k

'I/ACTIVITY: Student responds to commands ty the teacher to swing

either an Amcor a leg. ,The teacher increases the

If

V

18

speed of hat emends. Students fit down when they

i'do ride follow a.command correctly'.

:For exasge: "Swing youi Tight
11

"Swing your left g "

"king your right

"Swing your left

etc.

4

r

)



6. Coor 'nate eye-hind and oot-iye mo eras - Stud'ent is able to cOordinate his eye.hand

and Aoot-eye movements with activities such

ap bouncing, pitching or kiding a ball..

4

*ACTIVITY: "Going through School." 'Divide the class into

several circles, one ball for each circle. On

signal the first plfyer bounces,the ball to

himself once (first grade) ind then passes it

tothe nextplayer. When the first player

receives the ball again, he bounces it twice

(second grade) and passes.it on., Circle

:which completes the twelfth irade first viol

'h

*ACTIVITY: Students kick empty Clorpx.bottles into a

,circle drawn on the ground. Change the dis-

, tance to vary the difficulty.

..
el

*ACTIVITY: Draw a line on the ground and have the students

.Wilk it crodsing their legs from side to'bide.

7, .EXecute dizectionality in coor inated hani-eye movements - Student I. able tolexecute
, 4

-,
directionality in coordinatellhand-eye novemenii,

, with activities ouih as throwing a ball towards

% a designated point, Or hitting a hockey putk,.,

V I' -----.."-\

' intb the ist. 1
,

A

*ACTIVTrY: 'Mike a clown face from a cirdboard box, Let
,

'the children try to throw bean bags throuth

the clowns mouth from a given distance.,

player gets tO toss,5 times. The ong who tOses .

thelan bag thioughthe hole the most of en wins,

20.

VARIATION: The teacher canilso draw circles of vat

si301 on the wind
for the student to t

bean bags in from different distances1

ng

ow

r

21



Out language Skitt4

Relates a sequence,of events - Student is.able to retell (orally) the events in a story

in the order in which the events occurred, lor example, the

student i able to reptate a simple set of directions to

C. Visuat 144Ctimination 0

a game in e proper sequence or is able to restate the

events f game in the order of occurrence.

*ACTIVITY: Give the student ditections4o.a g like Fraser

Tag and-have the child repeat them rally.
,

Set aside on* day a week for the students to teach

each other their favorite games.

*ACTIVIF: Read the stMents a spo testoFy and have them .

retell the'story in'the r ovnivrds.f For example,

the poem "Casey atjth Bat" could be used for

sequencing eventi.'

Discriminates between bbJectsi.colors and gm- Student is ablefto determine how v:Tue
,

objects anO'designs are 4ike or.different, such as'A id.

, fying similarities betweei balls, equipmentota4, or .

\toting the differences between fo9tballs and baiketballs

or volleyballs and baseballs.'

*ACTIVITY:. The different,shaies of the varioue playing fields

offer an excellent opportunity for tallingibout

different shapes.

For example; :

the baseball diamond

the footba4 field

the track field

2
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;,/

D., 41i4uai Memoky

1. Identify. from meMory stimuli (designa, oblects, letters, wIrds) presented briefly -

Student is ibliAtolecall frOm memory stimuli used to

identify designi, Ofects, letterso0s, etc,, such as the .

phrases "strike'out" or "batter-up",idantify 4ibaseball

game or the words "eagle",and iirdie" identi6 a golf game, /

, .

.

AACIVITY: ,To introduce the equipmeit5needed for a giVen ppórt,

i \ show thiatudents all ihe objects (pictures or.
k °1'i.,

actual objectikoiied with i given spor for

A \41 \3 secoOds. hie tbe students Close.their eyes.
,

. 1

Remove I object. Studentsnpeltheir eyes.seguess '-

which'item is missing.:,

/ C
, / a

.

,

-....
VARIATION: Besideicnaming the missing objeei, haVe.the students,'

, describe it and tell its purime.
.

2. Classify_objects and picturev- Studeht is able to classify/icategorize objOctshicturel lute
,.

.
.

,

proper categoiies, suchis what'aquipment is used in What .

'. game or.what Figes use abalL
. .

I'

r

(

a

*grip; tlassifY the following spOrts items ai belonging to

either in individual pr team sport.

5

V4 IF $g!!0 4057 9

ilia!! '

t

,

,

, /
.

.

,

.

Individual

.

d

,

.
,

,



E. Auditoui Multi

Follow l and 2 Its directions Student is able-to respopd to directions given orally.

*ACTIVITY: .Play the game "Mother May I."

*ACTIVITY: The leader calls out motor skills one or two

at a time and have the students move from one

skill to the next quickly.

74:triangle: Walk - tiptoe( - walk - gallop - run

110P 320) de,

F. Auditay kisaithation

Discr te between sounds - Student ia able. to tell the differnece in two or sore munds.

*ACTIVITY: Students are able to idenk,ify different

sports events from a tape recording.

4

For example: play a recording of the following

games; ping pang, basketball,

roller skating, tennis, etc.

di

II. DECODIX: the FAOCe44 oi caveA449 thaitten 4064 iAto the 4peteh pitma that wen aigisitty

wag.

A. Si9itt VocabuilAy.,

Identify service wordi,in context - Student can identify lords auch as prepositions,

coulunctions, nous determiners, (a, the, au, etc.) that

brig foto and Ilructare into the meaning of aloes*.
,These words hare Rudest to understand written

directions and also te recogwise on sight the 'necessary

eight vocahulary.



*ACTIVITY: Write these prepositions OD the board and call

attention to them:

in into over across to at above

Explain that these words can be forecasters in

sentences. They typically introduce phrases

that tell 'where. As examples cite the fdlloving:

in the line-up

iato Chuck's glove

over the loudspeaker

across the grass

to the ground

at the plate ,

Specialized Vocabuityui 4tudent continually addds oi utAd mea h peAtain ,sperdiaj
to the teob oi Phoicat Education to an individuati4 age oi vocab-

Lamy

.*ACTIV1TY: Soorts Talk: Bow well do you know yoursports?

Look at the words below. Each word goesgh

a special sport, or activity. Try to mafIrthe

right word Irith the right sport,

bunt

block

pivot

check

,. tack 1

reel

smash

hurdile

spike 7 t

crawl

slalom

putt

,
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C. Conteggl,AV1y44,6
a

1. Use context clues - Student is able to use sentence sense, synonyms, antonyms, homonyms,

comparisons and contrasts, end word and m4tiple meanings to determine

the meaning of a sentenceor passage, such ai using, the context of a

sentence to determine the leaning of the wOrd'hat, The boy hit the

baseball bat

(Pick from Oese: basketball, soccer, golf,

tennis, sailing, hockey, fishing, track, baseball;

skiing, football, volleyball, swimming, archery)

*ACTIVITY:. Give the studentahassage from a sports story

or directions to a game and leave out some of

the words and have them fill in the blanks by

using context clues.

For example:

The , plays

the center and handles the

The fullback is

three long steps

,halfback plays just

directly

pla

him with the left

to his left. The

his own'

end and close to the line of

y.

,

2., Use picture clues - Student is able to use pictures as clues.to.meaning of a passage or

sentence, such as using the picture of a baseball player hitting a "fly"
\. I

ball with the caption, "The player, hit a 111: ball" to illustrate

thisianing of RI. 4 .

, *ACTIVITY: Give the student diagrams to understand written

8

directions.



dit

For example:

Vorl

D. Nnatty Wage

Directions: iove biCkward, pausing at three'

differeit places. Ese.a different movementIo.

reach...mach place.

.4

Use 4phabetical order, gide lords, pronumciation, accent and.syllabication

Student is able to use the diationary to find information concerning

a word (wning, pronunciation, etc.) such as findinuthe meaning

tbe word pt&i as.used bp* sport of.baieball.

*AcrIvrrl. Eave the students sake a sporte'dictionari which

would include the'specialized sports terminology.

For exiiply: The portion on baseball mightfOok

like the following.

12

BASEBALL DICTIONARY

dugout - a low shelter facing

a baieball *mond and.con-

taining the player's' bench

foul - being outside the foul

line

h5m0 run.7.1061n.baseball

that ensbles the batter to

make a complete circuit of

the bases and scores a fun

fter

pinch hit - to bat in

the place of another

player

run - a score made in

baseball by a runner

reaching home,plati

safely

strike - a pitched ball

recorded against the

batter



*ACTIVITY: Have the students look up the origins of Physcal

In. al1PREIBISIGI

A. !btu,* Comptehnion

1. Listen to destermine purpose - Student is able to listen to a passage and determine the

purpose or region for the passage. For example, in the state-

ment, "Do not hi4t other people with tile baseball bat. lbe

bat is hard, and it cat hurt people.", the student is able

to determine the reason for not hitting people with a

baseball bat.

Education terminology.

For example:

The Old French'word Aiita meant "to cut i sp IrL1

groove." The word rifle is used to refer to a gun

with grooves cut into.the inside of the barrel.

The grooves cause the bullet to,spin along a'

more accurate path.

At one tine an umpire was called. a numpae, 1mt
the spelling of words can change. "Huopire" came

fram two Latin words, non and pan, ueaning "not

equal or even." How does this meaning relate

to our use of the word umpi4e? ,

*ACtIVITY: Give the students a list of safety rules pertain-

ing to combative aitivities, the student should

4 give the purpose'of thee rules by stating what

ligbrhappen if they are not foliowwi.

10

3 4

Sample Rules

1. make sure the area is'aear of potentially

dangerous objects

2. "give" with a fall, relax

3. master simple skills first then move to the

more difficult ones.
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2.. Listen to identify details - Student.is able to identify detitiveupporting the main idea

such as noting that the boy had te red ball, and the girl

had the blue ball, or noting th etails lame rulq.

*ACTIVITY: Conduct a class discussion:on the importance Of

cooperating in ohysica education.After-the

discussion', the students should list at least

5.waye they can cooperate in physical education

;

For example, a student's list may look like th

share equipment

2. comprouise

,3. obey the rules of the game

4. vorkvith others to achieve a goal.

) 5. be i good sport .

3. Listen to identify sequence of events - Student is able to relate the sequence Or order

in which ;the events in the passage occurred, such

as notiit the correct eepence of gae plans or

gale rules.

e*ACTIVITY: Football plais Are atexcellent way to teach

sequence of events.
f

4. Listen to lastk relationships (cam-effect, caparisons, etc.) - Student is able to
' ileternite the cause and effict of an event or note

the caparisons in a relationship such as noting
that because the'pitcher'his a,sprained wrist, Wise
unable to thrOw the ball very well or toting that if

the rdell ire not folloved,-ithey could be injUredi

kk44144.4 ,I(.1.r.kwk4K4SO,-

S6

R1W,M4,TIL e k 4444 4 km4f4444dykdAW.kkkKO44kwkkkk,lk+.k4k4kkklOk4"*4.4,kkkOk.74k,k44.1

o

_
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'14CTIV1TY: When teaching a.sport,,list'some commonlaults

of execution and have the students list the

effects these faults.

For\example, in volleyball sbme of the c..n 7
faults in eficuting an overhand serve ire listed

below. The student list the effects these faults

will have on 'the bill,

FAULTS

1. Not watching the ball. .

% 2. Attespting to hit the

ball too hard,

3, Wrist too relaxed 11,,

the serve.

EFFECTS

Listen to interpretjescriptive language - Student is able to determine when the speaker

is describing something and interpret the

description, such as(noting'that the boy who

kept pushing the girls around and hitting the
t'

boys during physical education class was bad

tempered.

*ACTIVrTY: On an individual inventory, eachttudent should

be able to choose the sentences which best

describes,his/her feeling towards a subject.

38

12

For example:

Aat kind of person are you1 Mark Y (yes) if

the,statement below, sonnds like you and N (tb)

if it does not sound like you. The important

thing is that you mark the statement according

to the sty you really feel. ti

39..



Are you a person who .

1, is interested in finding out wby some individuals

are good in sports and other are not? Y N

2. would like.to knOw why some individuals'

movements are smoother and others are not? Y N

3. thinks movement is beautiful sometimes? Y N

4. wonders what mikes a person graceful? Y N

t

6. Listen to recognize emotions - Student is able to detersine when t)e sp r describing

a character's feelings or imotions,"such tins that

the cheerleader who laughed, kisse4 and hugged her

brother, a member of the wlnning teen, res excited and

4 happy.

*ACTIVITY: Alter hearing a sports story, have the student.

describe how the characters felt sal why.

For example:

'The officials bad to confer for sevaral minutes

before they announced that the dropkick, though

a bit moldy these daye, stilt was a 1101 scoring

Itspon and worth three points if succeseful.

When the gun souncled a meat later, the score-

board resit State, 14; Colton, 15. qt!

ten-Age Football Stories, Josh Furman, ed,

ntern

From the information given in tfie passage,

describe how the following persons would feel.

1. Colton's coach

2. State's coach

3. the player who made the dropkick

4. the Colton's quarterback

7. Listen to draw inferences: Student is able to draw an inference from a stated passage,

such as noting the the find score of the baseball gale was

Tigers-3, lions-8 And inferriig that the Tigers lost the game.

13

40
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*ACTIVITY: Read the headlines from the Sports page of the

newspaper and have the students decide on he

iidetails such as who won the game, what tg of
game it vu, etc.

8., Listen to anticipate outcomes - Student is able to anticipate the outcome of an event .

stated in a passage given orally, such as anticipating that

the Tigers will iose the ball lase since, in the ninth

inning, thi score is: Tigers-3; Lions-6, students can

also anticipate the outcome of a game if certain events

A

B. Litettd CoIflpheitiaiD

occur. .

14 Understand concrete worth, &nos, clauses, and sentence atte.j....ts - Student is able to

use phrases, clauses, etc., written sentences/pansies to

deterMine meaning. For exemple,.in a given reading

assignment, the student reads :the sentence, "Put the bap

in the lockets, the balls in the baskets, and the rest\ibf

the equipment in tha;," and is able to use the phrases

and position of the phrases to determine where and what.

*ACTIVITY: Directions: ( ) Draw a card out of the box

anCdo shat it le you to do on,the card. For

etlikle, the card may state, "Put the ball on the

You would then pick uplthe ball imd

:Th
pu on the chair. (Optieneli Have the class

hers tell of other places the ball could be

placed such as: on the floor, in the box, etc.

2. Understand main ideas - Student is able to determine the
main idea of a sentence/passage

from a written selection, such as in a written set of rules for a
game. For example, when given the following, the student is able
to identify the main idea (objective) of the game.

Put the two pins twelve feet apart. Stand at one pin and throw the

set of four loops 80 they ring the pin. You score a point for each
ringer made. The person at the end of 4 rotnds is the winner.

14
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*ACTIVITY: Directions: Ask theclass to reed the rules of

the game and then tell the main objective of the

game.

,The game is played with two teams. There are

six members to a team. The boo teams stead oppo-

site each other facing the net. One member of

the starting.team bats the ball over the net.

A player on the other team must catch the ball

before it hits the ground. Players are allowed

to,hold the ball with their handubefore hitting

back the ball. The team that makes the other
,

team drop the ball scores a point. The team that

is the first to score ten points is the winner.

The main objective of the gams is to:

a. hit the ball over the net

b. be the first team to score ten points

C. hit the ball with your hods

d. do not let the ball hit the ground

3. 'Understand details - Student is able td note details such as who, jilat, when, where, why,
1

or how in a given written selection. For example, in the sentence,

"John Et the net in the box," the student can identify who, whit, and

where. In ebiography of an athelete, the student recalls specific

deteill that may have contributed to his success.
, I

*ACTIVITY: Directions: Read the floliowing biographi of an

atheists and underline the detiils the; made him

a suecessftd basketball player. The first few

details have already been underlined.'

Tommy wss a lean, 6'10" tall. He lois able to

kanipulite tEriilMaCiiiiily with his hands.

His powerful ars and leg musiles enable him

to run quickly and juip high. His dedication,

kept him practicing on the courts for many

hours a week.

15
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4. Understand sequence - student is able to determine the sequence of rents in airritten

selection. For example, in the sentence, "After the girliwent

swimming, they took showers, got dressed, and went to buy some

ice cream,: the student can determine the order of events in the

correct sequence. In a passage relating the events of a game

or a meet, the student can put the evenbe in the proper sequence,

*ACTIVITY: Direction: Read the following passage about the

events of the football gate, and then put the

events in the correct sequence.

At halftime,:the score was 7 to 6. The Toppers

were ahead. Jim, one of the Toppers, had

scored a touchdown before the end of the first

quarter. The first touchdown scored after

halftime was by the Demons, making the score

12 to 7. The next two touchdowns were made by

the Toppers. The final score was Demons-12

and Toppers-20.

wisla1111m
The Toppers scored two touchdowns in a row.

The Demons were ahesd 12 to 7.

Jim scored a touchdout.

5, Understand cause and effect - Student is able to determine a cause and effect situation in

a written sentence/passage and.can either determine the

cause or the effect of a given situation. For example, in

the sentence, "The boys stayed up until late in the evtning

and were too tired to play ball the next morning," the ,

student can determine the cause as being not Aetting ,emough

ilea and the effect as being too tired to pia/ ball.

16
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*ACTIVITY: Directions: Read the passage to determine the

4 cause and effect of the,follOwing event, then

state the cause and its effect.

The morning before the final swisming.meet,

Robert aeon the ice and grained his are.

Robert wae the tesm's fastest free style swimmer.

The team was depending on his ability to put

them ahead in this meet. Robert realized the

team's situation and decided o swim in spite

of his sprained arm. Despite his efforts, Robert

was Unable 11 score the, points the teas needed..

This meant ihat the team lost the finals, a big

disappointment to the hopefulpimeers.

Cause:

Effect:

6. Understand contrast and comparisons - Student is able to determine whether or not written

imrds/sentences/passageshave the same meaning, are

related, or have likenesses or differences. For

example, in the pair of sentences: "The boy made

a hose run," and "The boy ran to all bases, including

home plate, and schted a run before the players were-

able to return the ball," the reader understands

that these two sentences have the samcleOng.

*ACTIVITY: Directions: Read the following pairs.of sentences

and decide if the sentences have the ame leaning,

If the sentences have the same meaning, put en

S in the blank. If they are different, put i

D in the bleak.

4 8 17

The batter hit a foul bill.

The batter hit the ball Outside the boundary line.

The batter struck out.

The batter struck the bill.

.4 9
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7. 'Understand

;

abbreviations, symbolss, acronyms - Student is able to determine the meaning

of abbreviations sy mbols and acronyme

(SCUBA: uti-contsined urulaiiten 1)4

appaitatu4). For example, in the following

written entente, thcstudent uncle tends;

. that the abbreviationlgt. means tain.0

A noite on the bulletin board s

Smith, Capt., means thai'he

4aptain--students need to ''.'=Isuch.abbrevi-

ations for Communication'

41dir*ACTIVITY: Directions: leg the,fo entence and;

identify the correct lea 4of each umd

abbreviation.

1. Meet for pr ctice' t 7:30 A.M. (in the after-

noon, in thevendfng, in the morning)

k
]

2. Return the equipment to the team_ apt.

(captain, coach, catcher)

3. Todayout ill equipment in basket to. 7.

(not, nUMber, notice),
.

*ACTPTITY: 1. Students can be made aware of abbreviations

commonly found in newspapers and sports arti-

cles. For example: MCA, AAU, NFL, NFL, NBA,

ABA, etc.

*ACTIVITY: 2. Bo f viriduq sporting events utilize

abbre of which giudents can be side

aware. Baseball box scores are good examples

with such abbreviations as'rbi, hr, dh, bb,

ab, era, etc..

8. Followaitten directions - Siludent is able to follow a set of written directions. For

example, in the set of directions, "Take a shower before jumping

into the swimmingfpool, and take another shower when you get ,

'out," the reader understands that he is to take a shower both .

before getting in and when getting out of the swialing pool./

18
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C. Iduptetive SkiLez

*ACTIVITY: Directions: Read thefollowing directions

which AZO rules for the game we are about to

play. Those who do not follow the rules'oill

be eliminated from the game.

1. Hit the ball sly with your head while the

ball is in play.

2. Hit the ball onlx once. ,You may not hit

the ball twice in a row.

3. Stay inside the boUndarY line. Do not

step outside the bounday line.

1. Understand and utilizeTredicting outcomes - Student is able to predict the outcome of

an event. For'example, given the follow.

ing passage,lith one lap to go, Hirk

was two laps ahead Of Joe, aid Joe was

one lap ahead pf.John," the student

should be ablq to predict that Jark

would win the race'and that Jo1 would

come in last.

*ACTIVITY: Directions: Read the following set"ofnles for

playing the game, and then answer the.questions

that follow.

1. Hit the ball only

ball is in play.

part of your body

2. Hit the ball ink
the ball twice in

with your lad while the

You may not use any pther

to hit the ball.

ase. You may not hit

a row.

3. Stay inside the boundarOine. Do not step

outside the bounday line.

'
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4. When rules are violated, the opposing team

gets possession of the ball.

Answer the following questions by staiing what

you tIOnk would happen:

a. What would happen if a member on your-team

continously violated,a rule?

b.' What would happen if one simber stepped

outside the bounday'line?

c. What would happen.when a team member

hit the ball With his hands mhen the ball

,is on his side of the net?

2: Draw conclusioss and make generalizations - Student is able to draw conclusioas and make, 4

generalizations from written stileti0O11. FOr
A example, given the f011bMing statements,

ball is used to play baseball. kball is used

to play football. a ball is used to play soccer,"

the student is able to conclude that balls

are needed to play some of th14,jor,spoits.

*ACTIVITY: Directions: lead the following desiription of

the football team, then circle the letter of

the correct generalization about de team.

.Members of the Braves team were able to work as,

1\nnit. Each player was able to predict therm.

ment of his teammate and respond accordingly,'

1

11. When ou Brave threw the ball, mobody mae

ready to catch it.

1,
b. When the Braves got possession of Al ball,

each teal member was ready for the noxt mom

c. When one Brave got possession pf the ball,

54 20
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some of the other team members would get

upset.

d. Members of the lraves wou/d help each other

execute a play.

3. Perceive relationships - Student is able to perceive analogies and relationships in written

passages. For example, in the sentence, "A baseball is to a bat,

as a tennis ball is to a tennis racket," the student is Able to

see the analogy or relationship between the piece of equipment

being manipulated and the piece of equipment,used for manipulation.

D. ReotganizatiDnat SkAs

AACTIV1TY: Directions: Complete the following analogies or

relationships by selecting the corlect,answer.

1. A bat is to a beseball as a ping-pomg is to

a

a, ping -pong table

b, ping-pong player

c. ping-pong ball

2.1 A swimming pool is to a swimmer as a track

-is to a

a. runner

b, swimmer

c. referee.,

4

1. Summarizin& - Student is able to summarize e ideakpresented in a written, selectiqn.

For example, given the follo passage,

In the game between the Bulls and the Rams, the innings

t,

went as follows:

21
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Innings: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 i Final

1

BULLS: 1 1 0 2 2 0' 2 3 0 11

RAMS: 0 2 0 3 1 1 2 1 3 13

, The student is able to summarize the game by determiniag that the Bps won
the ball game and by determining which team had the Most runs during

,

each particular inning.

*ACTIVITY: Diiections: Show the group video tape, film

or slide series of a football
Rue, then ask the

students to sumprize the events of the game.

Ask for,such things as a sumsary of the scores,

or events leading to a touchdown.
'

2. Sequencina - Student is able to reorganize a series of events into the sequence in whichy,

the event occurred.

*ACTIVITY: Given the 'following passage, Barry came up to

bat after Sam had hit a home run. Before Sms'

wasoup to bat, Dick also hit a home run.. The

game ended right after Mark batted intvo

rlinners and Ted struck out, the &dent

can reorganize the events,ia order of occurrencCo",

1. Dick hit a home run..

2. Sam hit a hmse run.. '0

3. Harry hit a hose run. c.

4. Mark batted in two runners and Ted atua
tout. *,

4,

1. Identify relevant and irrelevant information - Student is.able :

'

E. Ckiticai. SUM

4.140

f.1

1 .
in a uritten,passage.is r antfatd.vhit is

irrelevant., For exampleo the fIll nmo, .. 7
, ,

age the student,under34netothe irrelevantlA6tedi

ment:
i,

4

pC
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Snow skiing,can be'a dangerous sport, If,

the..skier-loses his balance he may fall" and

Anjure himself. If his ski comes off, it

may go flying.sown the slope and hit some-

one. The scenery of the mountain.may be

beautiful. A beginning skier may lose con-

trol, run into; and injure a fellow skier.

*ACTIVITY: Directions: Read the following description for

preparing to do exercises and identify irrelevant

information (inforiation that is not needed) by

crossing it out.

7

Doiexercises in an area where you have enough space

to move around so as to avoid hitting people or objects.

Wear loose fitting clothes to allow for freedum of

movement. Exercise b9ilds muscle tone. Use a mat

on ihe floor for prot on.

2. Identifyadequacy of material - St is able'to determine whither sufficient information

is supplied in the written passage to perform a given task.

For example, given the following information concerning the

rules'of the game:

60.

1. The object of the game is to eliminate the players on the

opposite team.

2. Any number of people may play as long as boft teams have

an equal number of players.
.

3.: Equipment needed is a ball and a score board.

Let the student decide if the above information is adequate

enough to,play the game.

23
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*ACTIVIri: Directions: Give the students the followin

information:

The object ot thg game is to eliminate the

players on the opposite te.. Any number of

people may play as long as both teams have an

equal number of players. Equipment needed is

a ball and a score board.

Then have the students prepare and.begin to play

the game. Let,the students discover that they

don't have enough available information to proceed,

3: Understand reliabilit/ o agar,- Student is able to identify the qualifications which

would enable a person to write a selection. For

example, the student would,be able to identify that a

pro football player is a better qualified person to

write a selection on football than a person who has

never seen or played the game.

*ACTIVITY: Directions: Who wiuld be most qualified to

write the followirlarticles?

An article on baseball; a, ,Gerald Ford

b. Hank Aaron

c. Paul Newpan

An article on football: a. Joe Namath

b. Alan Shepard

c. Archie Bunker
0

An article on swimming: a. Bill Cosby

b. John F. Kennedy

c. Mark Spitz

An article on tennis: a. Billy Jean ging

b. Cher Bono r.

c. Sophi4 Loren .

24
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IV. OHNE AND STUD? SKILLS

A. Reiekence Setts

1. Understand library arrangementk- Student is able to understand the classification system
of the library arrangement and the classificatimof the

111 books. For exanple, a student issble to recognize that
a book on playing football

would be classified under

700-799 Fine Arts and
Recreation section in the Dewey

Decimal System of classification and is able to locate

the book on the library shelf.

2. Utilize the dictionary
- Student is able to use the

dictionary,to obtain information.
For exanple; if thf student did not know the meaning of the words
"love" or "ace" eased in the game of tennis, Or the words
"block" or "tackle" in the gm of football, he could use the
dictionary to determine their leaning.

3. Utilize the encyclopedia - Student is ible to use the.encyclopedia
to:obtain information.'

For example, if the student did .not knkthe'history and/or
background Woman

or the.prinicpleidea of the game
"rugby", "lacrosse", Or "jii alai",.he could use the
encyclopedia to determine the needed information.

4. Utilize specialized reference material - Student is able to use reference
sources such

A as an atlas, almanac?,
thesaurus, reference sanual,

journal, etc. to obtain informstion. For example,

if.a student did not know who had von the lOrld

Series in baseball for the past five years, he

mid know what reference he could use, such as

the alnanac, and how to locate tie information in
almanac.

61

re
,9431111TY: Give the students

a Treasure Runt in the library

by giving them a sports quiz whose movers are
found in various reference books.

25 °
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For example:

1. Wbat are the measurements of a football field?

(160' wide x 300' long - goal to goal and

side to side)

2. Where was the first eighteen-hole.golf

, course built?. (St. Andrews, Scotland, 1754)

3. Who deVise6 th4ames of basketball/ (James

Naismith, 1892, at Springfield College in

Springfield, MassaChusetts)

4. What are the 5 players on a bby's basketbill

team called? (center, right forward, left

forward, right guard and left guard)

5. Where did the game of Badminton receive its

name? (at the Duke of Beaufores,estate,

Badminton, in Gloucestershire 'where it hid

its beginnings)

6. Who is the "Father of Gymnastics?"

'(Friedrick Jahn - i778-1852)

7. Wbat is the forerunner of the javelin?

(the'spear thrower of ancient times)

.8. When werkhe-first Olympic festivals?

(776 B.C.)

9. ,Name 3 individual sports.

10. Find the meaning of the following terms as

they apply to sports:

ace, love; match smash,

singles, birdie, honor,

rough, penalty, irons,

down. etc.

26
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84 Study SW.14

1, Undereld and use book parts - The student is able to locate, know the function Of, and

how to use each of the following book parts:

68

, Title page, copyright information, table of Contents,

lists of charts and illustrations; introdOction,

preface, foreword, appendix, bibliography, glossary,

index, study imstiods, pronunciation keys, answer

keys, list of suggested reading, maps, tables, graphs,

diagrams, footootes, typographical aids, and

marginal notes, ,

For example, if given the word "opponent", the ent

would know that he could look in th lOssary to fine

the word, If the word is not in t4 logsary, the student

would know to use the index or the le of contents

to fipd the location of the word,

AACTIVITII Given the following chart, the StUdents should

be able to answer the ouestions.below,

27

cif ack. Mimed arid V*

Club Disimes

3

'4

11.110yonis

10-174114

110-1110:4

130.14yard4

Drne frinn bint4y with * he

th, Nowa, for Wt and ditto*.

On faintly la lah and Intro ,

0 144610yuch OnNmylordWzio
3 130-110 qp6mplmdittum
4 120-110y4rd 40mmaylmWtmitilitoweadinthermo
5 1011-110 Ortfilintallodatadlitommodiothem40
6 %II-131*$ On Lorw.or lotWt ondthstancetalio the rowill

owil Arpouhtopeel

8 :tqCoyale Appnhtn pip

604 yulli Apraith thots, deep rugh. And trom Wen

On Ow, No

1. Which club would you use when you are on the

green?

2. Whict; clubs could you use to drive off the tee?
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3. If you tre on the fairway, which wood could

you use for a distance of 135 yards?

4. Which iron would you use ia you approach the

green at about 170 yards?

2. Preview, skim, and scan - Student is able to preview materials and to skim to get,a general

idea of the content of the material, or to scan to find particular

informaXion contained in the material. For example, students

would bi able to scan a newspaper article io find the results

of a ball game between two particular teams or be able to

skim a picture to determine what persons are playing the game.

*ACTIVITY: Give the students 5 minutes to look at the

chapter on 'Archery". (Give the students the

following questions-before they beginI)

1. In archery , what 1 a Range Round?

2. What equipment'is needed for easch archer?

3. What could you call out as a warning when

you are shooting?

4. Nt doeilhterm trajectory mean?

5. trw would you correct a low clusterl

3. Adjust rate accordink to material and purpoq - Student is able to change/adjust the rate

(speed) to the type of material he reads

depending on the content and/or purpose.

For example, a student should be able'to

analyticallytnd critically read a technical

manual describing procedures for playing

a game, and then readjust his reading rate

to a faster pace to.scan the material to

locate and obtain a specific piece of infor-

mation such 88 the type of equipment needed

28
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(4fk
'to play a particClif game.

,

*ACTIVITY: Give the stunts 13 minutes to scanithe

chapter on socCer In ile ,

eleiren playersrin their jobi 'i Thip' ive,

.$

an appropriate : ., nt.of!'time to car,fully ,,,,,.0.'
.

read the chapter ',soccer *so that they

would be able to actually play the One.
.

d

4
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION

RECOGNIZING AND DIAGN'OSING READING PROBLEMS

(

A: U o mutti-tevet. 4tudent text6'avaitabie in the e1a44Aoom to detumine 16tuctionat

ZiZ7n vocalltaky, and Litainomptehen40 MIT:Eients should be/able

material they are required to,read. Too, students vary in their reading

abilities. In,order to meet the needs of individual students, that is, to match the

proper level reading material with the reading ability of the students, multi-level

textsare required. This means that the teacher should be aware of the reading levels

and abilities of each student and the readability lrel of textboois used. If this infor-

mation cannot be obtained from a source, ouch as a reading teacher, reading resource

personnel, or a reading,consultant, the teacher, himself, should be able to determine the

reading level of the student through informal diagnosis and should be able to determine

.the readability level of a textbook. (See appendix for how to find the reading level

of a book.)

8. Knoed 4tudent behavia indicative al audibtliplobtem, bl viaat ptobte1n4,

C matadiatmed.4 Teachers need to be aware of any phy4cal and/or emotional

problems that students may have. Such problems handicap learning abilities. Information

may be obtained from cumulative folders, health records, school nurse, guidante counselors,

etc.

Idaqiication dakength and weakneue4 in modaWie4 - Learning modalities are

sensory channels of perception (visual, auditory, kinesthetic, haptic) through which a

child learns. people usually have a strong preference for one modality through which

skills can best be taught. Teachers should recognize the preferred learning modality of

an individual and teaO skills through this modality (although it is essential not to

ignore other learning modalities). Fortexample, if a student learns best through

visual perception, provide,as much visual stimulus as possible to aid his learning,

and if he learns best through auditory perception, provide as much auditory stimulus as

possible, etc.

30



,Identcatil2n.2.0tudent attkeit - Tsschers should be aware of what interests individual

students have and use these interest to help motiviate learning. For example, if a student
ii excited by football, provide as sanylmaterials as possible- -stories,nmovies, etc.--
concerning football. 1

III P.4NZING INDIUM DIFFERENCES IN TERMS OF LEARNING FOTEIrIAL AND EXPERNENI:AL BACKGROUND

A. Knutifige oi apooptate tiae, old lisitationa oi meaSukt4 oi lea/u4 pltenWt

1. Teachers need to be aware of what instruments are available to measure learning
potential

(intelligeice tests).

2. Teachers need to be aware of what tests are measured or what information sty be obtained
from.tests, and how to interpret this information.

6,

3. Teachers need to be aware of straith(weaknesses/limitations of different tests,

4. Teachers need to understand adventages(dieadvittages,of
individually and group adminis-

tered test!, For example, a group administered intelligence
test that is biased toward

middle class whites smy not provide an iocurate picture of the learning Potential of a
black, disadvatteged learner who has severe reading problems. The resulting score may
be depressed.

B. Retognize the ingaexee oi baeigtoust apt/tiara it Lea.A;ing

The learning experienaes of a perm are reflected in his concept development.
Persons with

varying experiences, some people sty mot haveideveloped
concepts necessary fbr understanding

material or for skill develipmelt,
ltr example, it would be difficultlor a person to

understand the concept of a ball game if the person had never seen or did Dot know what a
ball WU,

31
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C. Undekstand and apprteciate diateatt diiliertences

Teachers need to understand that people from various parts of the,country or different

geographical domains will differ with respect of some points of syntax (grammatica1jormations),

phonology (pronunciation), and vocabulary. One dialect is not superior to another dfaect.

A person should not be judged as superior or inferior by his dialect; rather, one should attempt

to understand varying dialects.

III. PERCEPTIVE TEACHING SEIM TAKEN 1210 Accom

A. Setect and sequence gat objectives fo meet individuat needs

Teachers need to be aware of the sequence of skills to be taught in their subject area and

need to be aware of individual needs ant abilities. In this way, students can be taught

needed skills. For example, a student iho cannot bounce a ball will need to be taught the

skill of bouncing a ball before he can be expected to play the game of basketball effectively.

B. Demonstrate the andeutudimg and apptiiation oi vartious appoaches and teaching methods

Teachers need to be aware that there is more than one method or approach to teaching a

skill/coneept, and that the method that'works for one person may not work for another.

Approaches, therefore, should be varied to meet the needs of individuale. For example,

one student may best learn by actual application such as actually playing basketball in

order to learn basketball, whereas another person may best learn to play basketball by

reading about procedures to follow from a manual.

C. Evatuate mo,taiith in teals o skill devetopment, content, and genekat appkoptiateness oi teamen,

4

Teachers need to be able to evaluate reading material to determine what skills are introduced,

what'content is covered, and whether the ekille and content that are' covered meet the needs

of the studenp. If needs are not met, then the material should not be used. For example,

if students need help with techniques of rdimming, provide material covering the techniquee

of swimming, or provide material that 4111 aid in the development of swimking techniques

such lphysical coordination development.

32
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V. thse vaXiDu4 pouping pateArs in cadet tD.pkovide i0A indivoiduat U26, inteugs, pujects,teseatch, and soca/. needi. Identiiy the need iot pc** az weft az how to otga)aze
manage guulos o vatipta

Teachers should use various types of grouping to meet the individual needs of students.
Various grouping patterns may include grouping by two's, fouesAtc., grouping by sex, age,
ace, grouping by physical abilities

and/orneeds, grouping by academic abilities and/or needs,grouping by interest or social needs, etp, groups should be ever changing
(size, umbers, etc.)

depending'on needs and objectives of the course. For example, a class may be grouped according
to games the students want to participate in. The same class may be regrouped so that studentsneeding further development with physical coordingion are together.

E. Ilse ot adapt both col/pawl and tetehvt/papit made matvuletz to AtudTt need4
.

\......_Teachers should use available commercial materials only when they met the needs of students.

illi

Commercial materials be,adapted to meet individual needs. If no commercial materials are
available and/or when, lementary vaterials are needed, teacher/pup

materials should
be used. (Pupils lea through the Naking of materials.) For example, jf students need
identification markers to identify their teal and no identification vests or the like
are availableohrOalstudents create their own vests or mans of

team4identification.

st%
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GRAPH FOR ESTIMATING READABILITY

by Edward Fry, Rutgers Ultiversity'Reading Center, New Jersey
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The Readability Graph is not copyrighted. Anyone may ApAduce Wig any qmaniity without

pepmission from the author and editor. ,The Readabirity gripb,i can be food in leading Instruction

for Classroom and Clinic; Edward Fry, Author, McGraW-Hifi lea Company, p.1312; 1972.

Reproduced for use by the-Floridi Departmentif Educatid, RMlpt Tudingtod,D36.dosioner.
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Count the words beginning wlthtY first who e until you reach 10P words. Include all proper

names. Include abbreviations, count as one word and one syllable. Omit numerals, such ag

3, 8, etc. Count written numberals (seVen, e1eV.6,-etc,) as words. Hyphenated words (fulllength)

count as one word. a'
4

4 °

lirections for Using the Fry Readability Graph (Revised)

Count the number of 6llables in the4100 word iample. Count each syllable you hear 11411 pronounce

the words. There i 'a syllable for each vowel sound.

Next count the.nlber of sentences in the hundred word samplt to the nearest tenth of csentence.

0

Plot the readability level on'the graph.

f
. More that'Oni sample should he taken from a text. Whenthis is done, find the average nuthex of

syllables aid averase sentence length for each of the samples taken and then find the readability i

.
,level on de graph

4L,

AFample:

Sample 1 .

Semple 2

Sample 3

142 svllables

130 syllables

154 syllables

5.8 sentences

6.3 sentences

4

5.3 sentences

#

'Average 142 lilables 5.8 sentences Readability: .8th

4.4

if
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